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Abstract

We investigate how humans perform the task
of dubbing video content from one language
into another, leveraging a novel corpus of
319.57 hours of video from 54 professionally
produced titles. This is the first such large-
scale study we are aware of. The results chal-
lenge a number of assumptions commonly
made in both qualitative literature on hu-
man dubbing and machine-learning litera-
ture on automatic dubbing, arguing for the
importance of vocal naturalness and transla-
tion quality over commonly emphasized iso-
metric (character length) and lip-sync con-
straints, and for a more qualified view of
the importance of isochronic (timing) con-
straints. We also find substantial influence of
the source-side audio on human dubs through
channels other than the words of the trans-
lation, pointing to the need for research on
ways to preserve speech characteristics, as
well as semantic transfer such as empha-
sis/emotion, in automatic dubbing systems.

1 Introduction

Considerable attention has been paid to the dub-
bing of video content from one language into an-
other, both in the literature of several disciplines
and in the daily practice of the entertainment indus-
try. One influential line of work, in the fields of film
studies and audiovisual translation, studies human
dubbing from a qualitative perspective (Chaume,
2012; Zabalbeascoa, 1997, 2008; Freddi and Pavesi,
2009), as a profession and semiotic activity. This
literature has developed a rich body of theory on
the nature of the human dubbing task, and the ways
humans approach it, but has little engagement with
large-scale data. More recently, machine-learning
practitioners have taken up the task of building mul-
timodal systems for automatic dubbing (e.g., Saboo
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and Baumann (2019); Federico et al. (2020a); Tam
et al. (2022)), but lack deep empirical or theoretical
bases for how to organize their work.

What is missing from both literatures, and can
help bridge the gap between them, is a large-scale
study of human dubbing in practice: a data-driven
examination of the way humans actually perform
this task. Such an analysis can have benefits
for both the qualitative study of human dubbing,
by providing empirical evidence of how dubbing
teams approach their work, and informing future
machine-learning work on automatic dubbing sys-
tems. It is exactly this analysis we undertake in this
work.

Human dubbing involves a sequence of human
contributors each with control over a different as-
pect of the process (Chiaro, 2008b,a; Matamala,
2010; Chaume, 2012). The first step is an approxi-
mately literal translation of the original script, done
by a dialogue translator. Next, a dialogue adap-
tor will modify this translation into a plausible
script meeting the requirements for dubbing such
as isochrony, lip-sync, kinesic synchrony, and so
on. Finally, the translated and modified script will
go to a production team. Voice actors, with input
from a dubbing director or supervisor, have been
noted to often have freedom to improvise or make
small changes to the dialogue as it is being recorded
(Paolinelli and Di Fortunato, 2009; Chiaro, 2008b;
Matamala, 2010).

We, however, aim to understand human dubbing
by studying not its process, but its product: a large
set of actual dubbed dialogues from real TV shows,
obtained from Amazon Studios. As compared to
qualitative work or interviews with dubbers, this
approach has the particular virtue of capturing tacit
knowledge brought to bear in the human dubbing
process but difficult to write down or explain.

We organize our investigation around one of the
most fundamental insights from the qualitative liter-
ature, that of human dubbing (and subtitling, which



we do not consider here) as "constrained transla-
tion" (Titford, 1982; Mayoral et al., 1988). A dub,
after all, is not just a translation of the original con-
tent – indeed it is not a purely textual product at all.
As a translation, it should preserve the meaning of
the original; as spoken language, it should sound
natural; as an accompaniment to a video track, it
should fit with the timing of actors’ mouth move-
ments, body language and the flow of the story
(Chaume, 2020).

Simultaneously satisfying all of these constraints
is very difficult, and in general may not be possi-
ble. We are accordingly interested in how human
dubbers balance the competing interests of seman-
tic fidelity, natural speech, timing constraints, and
convincing lip-sync. Each can be traded off against
the others, with varying effects on the audience’s
experience of the resulting product.

We operationalize this broad question as several
more specific ones about the human dubbing pro-
cess:1

Isochrony Do dubbers respect timing constraints
imposed by the video and original audio?

Isometry Do the original and dub texts have ap-
proximately the same number of characters?

Speech tempo How much do voice actors vary
their speaking rates, possibly compromis-
ing speech naturalness, to meet timing con-
straints?

Lip sync How closely do the voice actors’ words
match visible mouth movements of the origi-
nal actors?

Translation quality How much will dubbers re-
duce translation accuracy (i.e. adequacy and
fluency) to meet other constraints?

Source influence Do source speech traits influ-
ence the target in ways not mediated by the
words of the dub, indicating emotion transfer?

After exploring each of these questions, we pro-
vide insights on several research directions to ad-
dress weaknesses we uncover in current automatic
dubbing approaches.

2 Related Work

2.1 Qualitative

Modern qualitative research on human dubbing
began with a seminal monograph by Fodor (1976),
himself a translator and writer of dubbed dialogue.

1We do not consider other constraints or synchronies, like
cultural fit with the target audience; though such constraints
are important, they are too difficult to examine quantitatively.

He explored many of the constraints and methods
which later literature elaborated.

Dubbing (both human and automatic) has subse-
quently come to be viewed as a type of constrained
translation, with more constraints than settings like
comics, songs, or voice-over video content (May-
oral et al., 1988). Most of the constraints stem
from the need for a close match to the original
video track.

In particular, dubs have isochronic constraints:
they should be about the same duration as the
source, and should respect perceptible pauses
within a speaker turn (Miggiani, 2019). Similarly,
dubs benefit from complying with phonetic syn-
chrony2 or lip sync: compatibility between the ar-
ticulatory mouth movements required to produce
the dub and the mouth movements, when visible, of
the original actors (Fodor, 1976; Miggiani, 2019).

Dubs also need to consider kinesic synchrony:
the plausibility of the dubbed dialogue in light
of visible body movements of the original ac-
tors (Chaume, 2012). These three constraints –
isochronic, phonetic and kinesic – are true ’syn-
chronies’ in modern usage as they relate to time.
Kinesic synchrony is also an example of the
broader category of semiotic or iconic constraints,
or constraints "inherent to film language" (Chaume,
2020): the need for coherence between the lan-
guage of the dub and the visual information of the
film (Martí Ferriol, 2010).

Dubs, of course, have non-temporal constraints
as well. As cultural products, they should be read-
ily intelligible to a member of the target linguistic
and cultural community, with foreign references
avoided or used for effect. (As Chaume (2020)
puts it, they must comply with "sociocultural con-
straints.") As speech, they should sound natural, as
though originally recorded in the target language.
Dubs which fail to meet this criterion are often con-
sidered examples of "dubbese" (Myers, 1973). The
peculiarities of "dubbese" have been studied exten-
sively in a wide range of language pairs (see Herbst
(1997), Nencioni (1976), Pavesi (1996), Freddi and
Pavesi (2009), and many others), especially as it
may be specific to a national or linguistic commu-
nity of dubbers (Chaume, 2020).

Turning to content, dubs have the same goal as
any translation of preserving the semantic meaning

2This is the term used in the literature, but synchrony of
visemes (Fisher, 1968) would be a more accurate name, as lip
sync bears on externally visible mouth movements.



of the source. However, some leeway is allowed;
Chaume (2020) provides two examples: (1) In a
Spanish-to-English dub, an off-screen omelet may
be turned into a pie, as the word for pie better
adheres to lip-sync constraints. (2) In a Japanese-
to-English dub, non-visible chopsticks might be
changed to a fork to adhere to sociocultural con-
straints. Viewed through this lens, dubbing is
a form of non-literal translation called "transcre-
ation" (Zanotti, 2014). However, it is often desir-
able to keep such changes to a minimum to preserve
fidelity to the source film (Martí Ferriol, 2010).

Finally, other qualitative research has examined
the social and textual nature of dubbing (Bosseaux,
2018; Chaume, 2020). Scholars have investigated
the role of power, ideology, identity, and similar
considerations, in the production of dubs (Miggiani,
2019; De Marco, 2012; Santamaria, 2016).

2.2 Automatic Dubbing

Several works have explored the automatic genera-
tion of dubs, focusing on a variety of constraints.

One line of work has focused on integrating lip
sync constraints into the dub generation process.
Taylor et al. (2015) developed a method for au-
tomatic dubbing that matches the visemes of the
original speech. Saboo and Baumann (2019) inte-
grated lip-sync constraints into an encoder-decoder
machine translation architecture. Taking a differ-
ent approach, Kim et al. (2019) have explored ad-
justing mouth movements in the original video to
match a dubbed audio track.

Other literature has examined "isometric" ma-
chine translation: producing a translation for use
in automatic dubbing which has a similar length
(in characters) to the input. It’s argued that this
property is "a proxy for the duration of its spoken
realization" (Lakew et al., 2021), and that similarity
in character length makes TTS-generated speech
sound more natural (Lakew et al., 2022). This ap-
proach has garnered interest from the community
in the form of a shared task at IWSLT 2022 (Anas-
tasopoulos et al., 2022).

A third line of work has focused on control-
ling the speaking rate in automatic dubbing sys-
tems to achieve prosodic alignment, or "synchro-
nizing the translated transcript with the original
utterances" (Federico et al., 2020b). Öktem et al.
(2019) focused only on the linguistic content match-
ing between source-target phrases as a way to im-
prove TTS, while Federico et al. (2020a) focused

on fluency. Their subsequent works (Federico
et al., 2020b; Virkar et al., 2021) further enhanced
prosodic alignment by addition of features control-
ling for TTS speaking rate variation and linguistic
content matching. Additionally, they introduced a
time-boundary relaxation mechanism that can help
to control speaking rate and speech fluency. Virkar
et al. (2022) extended the time-boundary relaxation
to further relax timing constraints for sentences
that are off-screen. Tam et al. (2022) examined
integrating pause constraints directly into MT. Fi-
nally, in contrast to the pipeline architecture used
in most automatic dubbing works, Hu et al. (2021)
explored end-to-end dubbing.

2.3 Empirical Studies

In recent years, some studies have attempted to ex-
amine human dubbing through a quantitative lens,
providing empirical information to inform theoret-
ical debate. One line of work, such as Sánchez-
Mompeán (2020b,a), has done detailed studies of
prosody in human dubs, generally in a language-
specific way. Other recent work has employed lab-
oratory eye-tracking studies (Perego et al., 2016) to
gauge audience reaction. Di Giovanni and Romero-
Fresco (2019), in particular, found that audiences
may not be as sensitive to lip sync as traditionally
believed. They report the existence of a "dubbing
effect", in which audiences subconsciously avoid
looking at the mouth movements of on-screen ac-
tors when dubbed speech fails to be lip synced.

In the ML literature, recent work by Karakanta
et al. (2020) concluded that on-screen human dubs
have significantly lower translation quality (i.e.
translation adequacy and/or fluency) than human
off-screen dubs, with the drop in quality attributed
to the need to satisfy constraints (e.g., isochrony)
not applicable or less applicable to offscreen dubs.
They draw this conclusion – on the HEROES cor-
pus (Öktem et al., 2018) – by training a show-
specific MT system and showing that it has lower
performance (as measured by BLEU against the
human dub) for on-screen than off-screen.

3 Corpus Description & Preprocessing

We begin with a dataset consisting of every TV
show produced by Amazon Studios which was
available on Prime Video at the end of 2021 for
which we were able to locate a hand-curated tran-
script (for English shows) or dubbing script (for
dubbed shows). These scripts are produced as part



of the human dubbing process (see § 1 for more
details). This dataset contains 674 episodes of 54
shows, comprising 319.57 hours of content from
9,215 distinct speakers. A detailed summary of
this dataset is provided in Table 1. Prime Video
reports one or more genres per show - to provide
more insight into the characteristics of this data, we
report statistics for all genres for which we have at
least 400 lines of manual on/off annotations (see
§ 3.5 for more details): Drama, Kids, Comedy, and
Suspense. These subsets are used extensively in
future sections to check the robustness of our con-
clusions. Note that these genre subsets have some
overlap, due to the fact that some shows have more
than one reported genre.

All shows were originally recorded in English;
we acquired both audio and video for the English
originals and audio tracks for the professionally
produced Spanish and German dubs where avail-
able. Much of our analysis relies on a subset of
35.68 hours of content with both Spanish and Ger-
man dubs. Our dataset also includes final tran-
scripts from both the original and dubbing videos,
which contain dialogue lines read by original or
voice actors, with each line having a timestamp or
"timecode" indicating its relative start time within
the episode.

We perform extensive quality filtering prior to
analysis. Data amounts for the entire corpus as
well as each genre/language subset, at each stage of
processing/filtering described below, are provided
in Table 2.

3.1 Segmentation and Forced Alignment

The first step of our data preparation pipeline uses
script timecodes to segment audio tracks. As scripts
do not include end times, each dialogue line is as-
sociated with the audio between its start time and
the start time of the next line (or the end of the
episode for the last line). Lines are roughly, but
not exactly, the same as speaker turns: sometimes
one line is only part of a speaker turn, and more
rarely one line may include multiple speakers or
crosstalk. The timecode-based segmentation pro-
cess produces 234,322 dialogue lines for English,
29,210 for German, and 28,720 for Spanish.

Next, we use the Montreal Forced Aligner
(McAuliffe et al., 2017, MFA) to force align each
dialogue line with its corresponding audio, produc-
ing a sequence of phones spoken in each word,
along with start and end times for each phone.

MFA successfully aligns 87.37% of English lines
(204,734), 89.35% of German lines (26,099) and
80.81% of Spanish lines (23,209).

Speaker fundamental frequency (i.e. F0 or, less
formally, “pitch”) is extracted using pyworld3 and
linearly interpolated to fill in missing values, and
energy is computed from Mel spectrograms of the
speech signals. Both pitch and energy are averaged
on a per-phone basis.

3.2 Filtering
There are several ways our data collection, segmen-
tation, and alignment procedures might fail. We
extensively filter the English side of the dataset
to identify and remove erroneous dialogue lines.
Specifically, we filter out the following:

Foreign-language text We identify dialogue
lines in the English originals whose text is not in
English. We use a language identification model
for text4 and exclude anything with a low proba-
bility of being English, as well as one entire show
whose script text appeared not to be in English.

Foreign-language audio Similarly, we identify
lines with non-English audio (from original non-
English speech and errors in the corpus), using an
audio language identification model trained on the
VOXLINGUA107 corpus from the SpeechBrain
toolkit (Ravanelli et al., 2021; Valk and Alumae,
2021). We excluded an entire show whose sup-
posedly English audio was actually German, sev-
eral characters who spoke only in non-English lan-
guages, and any lines with low probability of being
English.

Multiple speakers or overlapping speech Be-
cause overlapped speech is likely to confuse MFA,
we ran overlapped speech detection (Bredin et al.,
2020; Bredin and Laurent, 2021), and excluded
anything with a detected fraction of overlap higher
than 30%.

Incorrect alignments We performed ASR on
each line’s audio using an in-house tool and ex-
cluded dialogue lines with a) empty ASR output,
b) an exact match to the gold text except for an
inclusion at the front (these indicate segmentation
errors), or c) a Levenshtein distance to the original
greater than 80% of the original length.

After filtering, we have 201,246 dialogue lines,
from 688 episodes and 52 shows, comprising

3https://github.com/JeremyCCHsu/
Python-Wrapper-for-World-Vocoder

4https://huggingface.co/papluca/
xlm-roberta-base-language-detection

https://github.com/JeremyCCHsu/Python-Wrapper-for-World-Vocoder
https://github.com/JeremyCCHsu/Python-Wrapper-for-World-Vocoder
https://huggingface.co/papluca/xlm-roberta-base-language-detection
https://huggingface.co/papluca/xlm-roberta-base-language-detection


Genre Language Episodes Shows Speakers Duration (hrs) Dialogue Lines

ALL English 674 54 9,215 319.6 234,322
German 72 13 2,498 43.2 29,210
Spanish 197 18 7,384 118.7 28,720

Drama English 264 23 4,737 161.5 115,549
German 39 7 1,817 29.2 18,892
Spanish 132 10 5,809 93.7 22,125

Kids English 320 17 2,086 113.2 82,508
German 32 5 654 13.7 9,972
Spanish 60 7 1,483 23.0 6,224

Comedy English 157 16 2,449 74.1 61,080
German 23 4 1,023 14.8 13,146
Spanish 58 6 2,197 30.4 7,942

Suspense English 52 6 1,002 33.1 23,008
German 8 2 336 5.7 3,338
Spanish 19 3 902 12.9 3,985

Table 1: Number of episodes (“Episodes,” e.g. a 45min video), shows (“Shows”, e.g. a show might have 2 seasons
each with 10 episodes), The number of speakers as estimated by the number of distinct characters in the given show
(“Speakers”), and total run time for the show (“Duration”), and the number of distinct dialogue lines (“Dialogue
Lines”) for the show. We report statistics for the entire corpus (“All”) as well as four genres (Drama, Kids, Comedy,
and Suspense), in each of the 3 languages considered in this work (English, the source language, as well as German
and Spanish dubs).

355.36 hours of source and target content. Man-
ual inspection with Praat (Boersma and Weenink,
2022) suggests that post-filtering alignment qual-
ity is acceptably high. Most words and phones
are correctly aligned, with only 12% of words in a
hand-audited sample containing any phones with
major problems. Errors most frequently occurred
on foreign words and at silence boundaries, with
word-initial or word-terminal phones incorrectly
aligned into a preceding or following silence.

3.3 Cross-lingual alignment

Given sets of force-aligned and filtered content
in each language, we still need to align across lan-
guages to create a single corpus of parallel (English,
dub) examples.

Offset finding Many of the dubbed shows have
episode-initial inserts, such as recaps of previous
episodes or intro segments. Our dataset lacks target-
side videos, and in lieu of manually identifying
these segments from the audio tracks, we rely on
cross-correlation of the aligned speech signals. For
each (English, dub) pair of a given episode we sam-
ple at 100Hz a binary indicator of whether MFA
has aligned a non-silence phone, and find the offset

that maximizes the cross-correlation of these two
signals. By inspection, these offsets work well and
produce closely correlated patterns of silence be-
tween English and dubbed content. This process
revealed 3 episodes with quality issues, which were
dropped from further analysis.

Sentence alignment Finally, we need to align
groups of sentences occurring at approximately the
same time in each (English, dub) episode pair. Note
that because voice actors do not have to respect
the exact distribution of silences in the original
audio track, we have a many-to-many alignment
problem: many stretches of speech in English may
correspond to many, indeed potentially a different
number, of stretches of speech in the dub. Accord-
ingly, we align mostly according to content, us-
ing the Vecalign algorithm (Thompson and Koehn,
2019, 2020) on multilingual LASER embeddings
(Artetxe et al., 2018) of the English and dubbed
lines. We align contiguous stretches of speech. Af-
ter alignment, we perform two final filtering steps
to remove any spurious alignments, dropping sen-
tence pairs where: either duration is exactly one
frame, or the midpoint times of the source and tar-
get speech segments differ by more than 1s.



The final dataset of parallel cross-lingual align-
ments contains 42,850 aligned dialogue line pairs,
from 49 episodes and 11 shows, comprising 35.68
hours of source and target content.

3.4 Gender Annotations
We extract information from the dramatis personae
lists in the original scripts on characters’ genders.
The scripts do not list all characters from whom we
have speech, and differences in name formatting
mean that some characters’ gender information is
lost. We are able to collect gender annotations
for 23,304 dialogue lines (54.39% of the filtered
corpus).

3.5 On-Screen Annotations
We used annotations in the German dubbing scripts
to identify on-screen (i.e., when the actor’s mouth
is visible) and off-screen (the actor’s mouth is not
visible) speech in the 49 episodes which had En-
glish, Spanish and German versions. Because these
are the scripts actually used by dubbing profes-
sionals, they are not only human judgments of
when characters’ mouths are visible, but also di-
rectly influenced the actual human dubbing process.
Only approximately 9.68% of aligned pairs have
on-screen/off-screen annotations.

Because much of our analysis rests on com-
paring onscreen and offscreen dialogue lines, we
would also like to test for systematic differences
in what type of content is onscreen or offscreen.
In particular, we look for statistically significant
differences in the duration of onscreen and off-
screen lines, and (to measure the complexity of
speech) the average perplexity of the GPT-2 lan-
guage model (Radford et al., 2019) on each set
of lines. Reassuringly, neither is significantly dif-
ferent: an independent-samples t-test fails to re-
ject the null hypothesis that onscreen and offscreen
examples have the same source-side mean dura-
tion (p = 0.106), and bootstrapping the average
GPT-2 perplexity fails to reject the null hypothesis
that it is the same between onscreen and offscreen
(p = 0.08). It is possible that dubbing profession-
als themselves skip adding on/off annotations in
cases (like narration) when it would be obvious
from the text itself whether it is onscreen or off-
screen.

3.6 Data Release Considerations
Unfortunately, content licensing restrictions pre-
vent us from releasing our data. We believe this

Subset Orig Filter Align On/Off

ALL 292,252 201,246 42,850 3,617

Drama 156,566 115,159 27,845 3,097
Kids 98,704 72,938 14,351 446
Comedy 82,168 54,525 21,034 2,278
Suspense 30,331 20,789 5,046 608

German 29,210 25,739 22,892 1,926
Spanish 28,720 23,196 19,958 1,691

Table 2: Total number of dialogue lines, for various
stages of filtering, for all of the data (“ALL”), genre
subsets (Drama, Kids, Comedy, and Suspense), and both
target language subsets (German and Spanish). The
“Orig” column gives the number of lines before any
filtering (see § 3). The “Filter” column gives the number
of lines after quality filtering described in sections § 3.1
and § 3.2. The “Align” column gives the number of
lines after cross-lingual alignment described in § 3.3.
Finally, the “On/Off” column gives the number of lines
which have manual on-screen / off-screen annotations
(see § 3.5).

will be the case for any similar high-quality, large
corpus: professionally written, acted, produced,
and dubbed shows are proprietary for commercial
reasons.

Note that a few prior works (Pavesi, 2009; Ök-
tem et al., 2018) have released human dubbing
datasets; however, these datasets are much smaller
than the dataset considered in this work and the
legality of these datasets relies on a very permis-
sive interpretation of “fair use” which may not be
acceptable at some organizations.

4 Analysis

4.1 Isochrony
Perhaps dubs’ most obvious constraint is
isochronic: dubbed speech should line up in
time with the original speech. This constraint is
especially binding when the character’s mouth
is visible ("onscreen"), but may apply for other
reasons even when it is not ("offscreen"): examples
include cuts or transitions in the video, surrounding
onscreen speech, and the need to align with actors’
body movements. Many qualitative works have
considered isochronic constraints (e.g., Chaume
(2012); Miggiani (2019); Fodor (1976)), and
automatic dubbing work has explored integrating
them, usually with a proxy for isochrony such as
length in syllables (Saboo and Baumann, 2019;
Öktem et al., 2019) or in characters (Federico



et al., 2020a; Lakew et al., 2021, 2022; Tam et al.,
2022). We are accordingly interested in exploring
how much human dubbers respect this constraint.

First, we simply compare the durations of
aligned dialogue line pairs. Source duration ought
to be a strong predictor of dub duration, which in-
deed it is: the correlation5 between the two is quite
high at r = 0.877. But duration does not consider
the actual start and stop times of lines, and may
simply reflect the need to convey the same amount
of information in source and target.

As a further check, we look at the overlap frac-
tion of speech time: the amount of time in each
dialogue line when both the original (source lan-
guage) actor and the dubbing voice actor (target
language) are speaking (i.e. the intersection), di-
vided by the amount of time when either is speak-
ing (i.e. the union). A value of 1.0 indicates perfect
time alignment, while 0.0 indicates the source and
target speech occur at entirely different times. The
mean overlap fraction in our corpus is 0.658 and
the median is 0.731 – in 4.3% of lines, overlap is
exactly 0, pulling down the mean. Thus, while hu-
man dubbed speech mostly co-occurs with source
speech, isochronic constraints are also frequently
violated by human dubbers.

We observe that on-screen dubs are more
isochronic than off-screen, but to a surprisingly
small degree. The average offscreen dialogue line
has overlap fraction 0.662, vs 0.684 on-screen – an
increase of only 3.3%. Excluding animated shows
where characters’ (animated) mouth movements
may be less constraining, this gap rises slightly:
offscreen overlap of 0.656, vs. 0.690 onscreen, for
an off-to-on increase of 5.2%. Both differences,
while small in magnitude, are statistically signif-
icant at the α = 0.01 level under independent-
samples t-tests (overall: t = −2.93, p = 0.003;
live-action: t = −5.35, p = 8.7 × 10−8). For
individual genre subsets, we find the offscreen to
onscreen gap is significant for Drama (t = −2.95,
p = 0.003) and Comedy (t = −3.70, p = 0.0002)
but not for Kids and Suspense. The increase is
not significant at the α = .01 level for either lan-
guage (German: t = −2.28, p = 0.02, Spanish:
t = −1.57, p = 0.12). 6

5Correlations are Pearson unless otherwise noted.
6For significance tests in this work, unless otherwise noted

we tests for the entire corpus for which the test is valid, as
well as for subsets of the valid corpus corresponding to each
target language (German and Spanish) and the genres listed in
Table 1 (Drama, Kids, Comedy, and Suspense).

The small gap in on- vs off-screen isochrony
may be partially explained by our on/off screen an-
notations: the dubbing professionals are likely only
annotating sections where on- and off-screen dia-
logues are mixed, and the on-screen constraints
may be constraining preceding/successive off-
screen lines.

4.2 Isometry
Past work (Lakew et al., 2022; Anastasopoulos
et al., 2022) has examined similarity of text length
(measured in characters) as a way to constrain
translation for automatic dubbing, especially a
requirement that the target translation be within
±10% of the source character length. This practice
is called "isometric machine translation" (Lakew
et al., 2022), and we refer to the length constraint as
‘isometry.’ This literature uses isometry mainly as
a proxy for similarity of duration and for isochrony,
though it may also help avoid large variations in
TTS output rates (Lakew et al., 2022). We aim to
test these assumptions: how good a proxy is isome-
try for isochrony in human dubs, and how much do
human dubbers preserve character length?

We examined the text length (measured in char-
acters) of aligned (source, human dub) dialogue
line pairs, and especially the percentage change
in character length from source to dub. Charac-
ter lengths on both sides included punctuation and
spaces (except at the start or end of a dialogue line).
To measure how well character length similarity
proxies for similarity of duration, we compared the
ratio of target to source length to the ratio of target
to source duration. We examine here only known
onscreen lines, as these are subject to the greatest
pressure to be isochronic; results are very similar
if using all lines.7

We find first that isometry is a weak-to-moderate
proxy for isochrony. The ratio of human dub to
English character lengths has a correlation of only
r = 0.279 (r2 = 0.078) with the time overlap
fraction of source and target, though it is somewhat
more correlated with the ratio of target to source
durations (r = 0.620, r2 = 0.385).

Our results on character length similarity in hu-
man dubs, meanwhile, are summarized in Figure 1.
Overall, there are large changes in character length
from source to human dub. Most sentence pairs
differ in length by more than prior work’s 10%

7We exclude from analysis dialogue lines where either
source or target had an aligned duration less than 0.2s; by
inspection, most of these lines are segmentation errors.



threshold. The absolute percentage change in char-
acter length is significantly different from 0 under
a one-sample t-test (t = 20.3, p = 3.9e-83). These
changes are significant for both languages and all
genre subsets with p < 1e-38. Character lengths
are more similar for longer sentences (and the dis-
tribution of character count change is smoother),
but nearly 60% of pairs in which the source sen-
tence is at least 50 characters long differ in length
by more than 10%.

Figure 1: Percentage change in character count from
English source to human dub among onscreen lines.
The plot is clipped at a 200% increase (and the character
count can’t decrease by more than 100%). Vertical red
lines indicate a ±10% change.

We observe that human dubs are largely non-
isometric in both Spanish and German, with nei-
ther language differing from the English source
lines by more than 10% in less than 69% of cases.
The length differences are, however, distributed dif-
ferently. German skews toward longer dub lines,
with 53% of all lines longer than the matched En-
glish lines by >=10%, and 16% shorter by >=10%;
Spanish displays a smaller skew in the opposite
direction, with 30% at least 10% longer and 42%
at least 10% shorter.

4.3 Speaking Rate

Previous literature has paid considerable atten-
tion to the naturalness of human dubbed speech
(Sánchez-Mompeán, 2020b). A frequent, though
not universal, conclusion is that dubs sound "arti-
ficial and contrived" (Chaume, 2020), for reasons
ranging from strange intonations to "anglicisms"
inspired by the source language (Fresco, 2009).
From another angle, the isometric MT literature ar-
gues that TTS models, which are less flexible than

humans in varying speaking rate, may require iso-
metric input to produce natural sounding isochronic
output (Lakew et al., 2022). Because naturalness
is a broad topic, and in general may require human
evaluation, we focus on examining speaking rates.
We’re particularly interested in whether dubbing
voice actors are willing to vary their speaking rates,
and perhaps compromise naturalness, in order to
meet other constraints, like isochrony.

We examined both the dub speaking rate8 and
the ratio of human dub duration to source duration
as functions of the number of words in source and
target dialogue lines.9 As the dub-to-source ratio of
word lengths increases, in other words, what hap-
pens to dub speaking rate and the duration ratio?

Perhaps counterintuitively, it seems that the du-
ration ratio is much more closely related to rela-
tive length of content than the dub speaking rate.
Simple linear regression of each outcome variable
on the word length ratio indicates a correlation of
0.523 between word length ratio and duration ra-
tio (r2 = 0.273), while human dub speaking rate
has a correlation of only 0.163 with duration ratio
(r2 = 0.027).

As an additional check, we examined the vari-
ance of speaking rate (at the dialogue-line level) on
source and human dub. If the dubbing voice actor
is varying speaking rate to meet timing constraints,
we would expect more variability in the dubbed
speech than the source speech. We do not, however,
observe this: the standard deviation of dubbing
voice actor speaking rate is lower for both Spanish
(1.25 w/s, vs 1.47 w/s on the source side) and Ger-
man (1.26 w/s, vs 1.46 w/s on the source side). In
both cases we can reject the null hypothesis that
the standard deviation of speaking rate is higher
for dub than source via a percentile-bootstrap test
(Spanish: p < 10−10; German: p < 10−10). Like-
wise, we can reject the null hypothesis for all genre
subsets considered with p < 10−10.

When forced to pick one or the other, human
dubbers appear more willing to break timing con-
straints than vary speaking rate.

8In this work, we calculate speaking rate as the average
number of words spoken per second in each dialogue line,
including pause time, following Laver (1994).

9As in § 4.2, we excluded lines with either source or target
duration less than 0.2s. Results are robust to thresholds as low
as 0.06s. We also exclude 4 dialogue lines, which appear to be
alignment errors, in which the target-to-source duration ratio
was more than 20.



4.4 Lip Sync

Both qualitative (Chaume, 2012; Fodor, 1976;
Miggiani, 2019) and technical work (Taylor et al.,
2015; Hu et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2019) have consid-
ered "lip sync" constraints in human and automatic
dubbing, respectively. The idea is that dubbed au-
dio should match the (visible) mouth movements
of the original actors. Failing to do so may be jar-
ring to the audience and reduce the quality of the
dub. Some recent empirical studies, however, have
found that this constraint may not be as binding as
previously assumed (Perego et al., 2016). Accord-
ingly, we ask here whether human dubbers produce
speech which matches the mouth movements of the
original actors.

Rather than relying on the video tracks, we use
the notion of a "viseme", or visual phoneme (Fisher,
1968), to capture alignment between source and
human dub mouth movements. Phones in the
same viseme are produced with similar articulatory
movements of the lips and tongue, and look visu-
ally similar. We use viseme tables10 to map each
MFA-aligned phone to its corresponding viseme.
The glottal stop and four guttural German sounds
made without moving the lips are dropped. To
measure cooccurrence, we sample the viseme ac-
tive on both source and dub sides and compute the
viseme-viseme cooccurrence matrix. We normalize
the matrix so that the observed frequency of each
viseme pair is a fraction of the frequency expected
if source and target visemes were independent, but
with the observed marginal distributions.

Over all the data (onscreen, offscreen, and unan-
notated), the average within-viseme cooccurrence
rate as a fraction of the rate under independence
is 1.575, with an average across-viseme rate of
0.981. For onscreen the average within-viseme
cooccurrence rate is 1.613, while for offscreen it
is 1.463. We believe both on- and off-screen rates
are above 1.0 due to the presence of names and
cognates, where the phones may be (nearly) the
same for the source and dub. The difference is sta-
tistically significant at the α = 0.05 level under a
percentile-bootstrap test (p = 0.017) for the entire
corpus, as well as for both languages and all genre
subsets.

Moreover, we see similar patterns by language:
The amount of excess cooccurrence is 40.8% for

10https://docs.aws.amazon.com/polly/
latest/dg/ref-phoneme-tables-shell.html

German (1.638 to 1.898)11 and 37.8% for Spanish
(1.439 to 1.605). But though the effect is signif-
icant, it is not large in absolute terms: even in
onscreen speech, only about 12.4% of speech time
has the same viseme on the source and target sides.
This suggests that human dubbers do sometimes
lip-sync their output, but it is a fairly soft constraint.

Note that this analysis is sensitive to small er-
rors in the exact start and stop times of aligned
phones, and to inconsistencies across languages
in the phone boundaries used to train aligners.
Our results are thus likely to be a lower bound
on how closely human dubbers observe lip sync
constraints.

4.5 Translation Quality

As previously discussed (see § 1), the human
dubbing process is complicated, with the trans-
lation modified throughout the process to satisfy
isochrony, lip-sync, and other constraints. Thus an
obvious question to ask is how faithful the result-
ing translation actually is to the source material.12

Reducing translation quality may, after all, make
it easier to satisfy other constraints: for example,
changing the meaning in the target language may
better fit the original English mouth movements
than a more correct translation.

To get at this question, we rely again on the
onscreen/offscreen annotations. Isochronic con-
straints should be more binding onscreen, and
we’ve shown above that the (inherently onscreen)
lip sync constraints are at least partly followed. If
translation quality is sacrificed to meet these other
goals, we should see lower-quality translations on-
screen than offscreen.

In contrast to Karakanta et al. (2020), we use a
more straightforward approach of simply measur-
ing the quality of the human dubs using automatic
MT metrics. Since we do not have access to the
original, pre-adaptation, human translation, we rely
on reference-free metrics. In particular, we mea-
sure performance for each (source, human dub)
pair with comet-qe (Rei et al., 2020) and prism-src
(Thompson and Post, 2020a,b). Despite the lack
of references, both have been shown to have better

11The increase in excess cooccurrence is (0.898 - 0.638) /
0.638 = 40.8%.

12We use the term translation quality here to refer to trans-
lation adequacy and fluency. It does not refer to the overall
quality of the human dubbing output, which may intentionally
decrease translation adequacy and/or fluency to meet other
constraints.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/polly/latest/dg/ref-phoneme-tables-shell.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/polly/latest/dg/ref-phoneme-tables-shell.html


Figure 2: Comet-qe scores, including means and stan-
dard deviations, broken out by onscreen/offscreen sta-
tus. Note that these scores represent only data points
with onscreen/offscreen annotations. No meaningful on-
screen/offscreen differences are observed in comet-qe
or prism-src (not shown for space) scores.

correlation with human judgements of MT quality
than BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), which requires
a reference, in many cases (Thompson and Post,
2020a; Freitag et al., 2021).

The results are summarized in Figure 2. We find
no substantial differences between onscreen and
offscreen speech for either metric, with the on/off
difference in means being less than 1/10th of a stan-
dard deviation for both comet and prism. Neither
average comet scores (t = 0.936, p = 0.349) nor
average prism scores (t = 1.51, p = 0.131) were
significantly different onscreen from offscreen un-
der a two-sided independent-samples t-test. Like-
wise, for both metrics, we did not find statistically
significant differences for either language or any
genre at the α = .05 level. Though not depicted in
Figure 2, the results are similar when broken out by
language: neither Spanish nor German dubs show
any meaningful worsening of translation quality
when onscreen. Human dubbers do not, in other
words, appear to be sacrificing translation quality
to hit other constraints.

4.6 Non-Text Transfer

Finally, we explore whether the human dub audio
depends on the source audio in ways not mediated
by the text of the dub translation.

We first look at source influence on three aspects
of dubbing speech actor (target language) audio:

speaking rate, pitch, and energy. For pitch and
energy, we compute both the mean and the stan-
dard deviation per dialogue line, relying on higher
standard deviation, and thus greater range, of pitch
and energy as a crude indicator of emotion (Frick,
1985). (We drop from analysis of standard devia-
tions any line with only one phone on the source
or target side.) We also use the gender annotations
extracted in § 3.4 to control for the effect of gender
on dubbing voice actor’s vocal pitch. As in § 4.2,
we exclude dialogue lines where either source or
target has aligned duration less than 0.2s.

Overall, we find that source audio properties
explain a substantial fraction of target variance.
Source speaking rate correlates with target speak-
ing rate (r = 0.439, r2 = 0.193), and the correla-
tion is stronger the longer the dialogue lines. For
lines with source and target both at least 1s long,
the correlation is r = 0.584 (r2 = 0.342). Line-
level mean pitch is even more strongly related, with
r = 0.792, r2 = 0.628, though standard deviation
of pitch is less so (r = 0.429, r2 = 0.184). Both
the mean (r = 0.381, r2 = 0.145) and standard
deviation (r = 0.366, r2 = 0.134) of energy also
display some linear relationship between source
and target, though even more weakly.

By fitting sets of linear models predicting dub-
bing voice actor speaking rate, mean pitch and stan-
dard deviation of pitch, first as a function only of in-
dicator / dummy variables for speakers, and second
adding in the line-level property on the source side,
we show this relationship is not simply a speaker-
level effect: see Table 3. While speaker identity is
generally a good predictor of target audio charac-
teristics, dialogue line-level variables also increase
predictive power. This line-level information is
more useful for speaking rate than pitch, but its
increase in predictive power is significant for both.
Additionally, we find the gender of the source char-
acter is only a weak predictor of line-level mean
pitch, with an indicator variable for male having
only about r2 = 0.058 in predicting the dub-side
mean pitch.

Altogether, these results suggest that there is
quite a bit of both speaker-level and line-level influ-
ence for future machine learning work to consider.

4.6.1 Semantic Transfer
Finally, as a more stringent check, we also conduct
word alignment via FastAlign (Dyer et al., 2013)
between each English dialogue line and its human
dub. The alignment process produces (source, tar-



Property C(Speaker) +Source ∆

Spk rate, 0.2s+ 0.116 0.239 +0.122
Spk rate, 1s+ 0.191 0.390 +0.198
Pitch mean 0.675 0.733 +0.057
Pitch std. 0.284 0.316 +0.032
Energy mean 0.184 0.268 +0.084
Energy std. 0.210 0.275 +0.065

Table 3: r2 values for linear models predicting various
properties of target audio (dubbing voice actor) from
source audio (original actor). The first column reflects
models containing only indicator or dummy variables
for the speaker, while models in the second column add
the line-level property for the source side. All increases
in explained variance are significant at the α = 10−6

level by F-test. This finding also holds for both language
and all genre subsets (not shown).

get) pairs of semantically similar words. If dub-
bing voice actors are imitating properties of the
source speech in their own speech, we might ex-
pect to find that speaking rate, pitch and energy at
the word level are more closely correlated within
aligned word pairs than in other word pairs within
the same dialogue line. We look in particular at
the number of phones per second as well as the
word-level mean and standard deviation of both
pitch and energy.

All of these properties are, in fact, more closely
correlated within aligned word pairs than in other
word pairs, as shown in Figure 3. The amount
of increase from across-pair to within-pair ranges
from 0.08 to 0.11, with all six increases significant
at the α = 10−6 level by a test based on Fisher’s
z-transform for correlation coefficients. The in-
creases are also significant for each language and
genre subset at the α = 10−6 level.

As an even more stringent check, we first nor-
malize the word-level variables, subtracting their
line-level means and dividing by their line-level
standard deviations. Doing so guards against the
possibility that patterns at the line level, such as
the amount of attention human dubbers pay to dif-
ferent types of line, influence these results. This
analysis, shown in Table 4, confirms the findings
of the unnormalized version. As expected, little
to no relationship is visible between unaligned
pairs of words, while aligned pairs are weakly,
but positively, correlated across several metrics.
All of these differences are also significant at the
α = 10−6 level by the same test as above, using

Figure 3: Pearson correlations of various audio proper-
ties between source and target (dubbing voice actors)
within aligned word pairs (“Within-word”) and within
unaligned word pairs (“Across-word”) in the same di-
alogue line. All properties show greater correlation
within aligned word pairs than across them.

Fisher’s z-transform. The increases are also sig-
nificant for each language and genre subset at the
α = 10−6 level.

Property Within Across ∆

Phone Rate 0.117 -0.009 +0.125
Pitch Mean 0.112 -0.009 +0.120
Pitch Std 0.090 -0.007 +0.097
Energy Mean 0.092 -0.007 +0.099
Energy Std 0.108 -0.009 +0.116

Table 4: Pearson correlations of various audio properties
between source and target (dubbing voice actor) within
aligned word pairs ("within") and within unaligned word
pairs ("across") in the same dialogue line. Word-level
variables have first been normalized at the line level be-
fore being correlated, subtracting their line-level means
and dividing by their line-level standard deviations.

These patterns clearly indicate that human dub-
bers are imitating properties of the source audio
at a very granular (and semantic) level. We inter-
pret these results as evidence of emotion and/or
emphasis transfer from source to target.

5 Insights for Automatic Dubbing

Our analysis of the human dubbing process points
to several directions that should (and perhaps
should not) be pursued in automatic dubbing,
which we summarize below.



Translation quality and speech naturalness ap-
pear to be paramount. The input to the dubbing
process mostly consist of dialogue with challeng-
ing issues for automatic translation systems, like
ambiguous speaker gender, ambiguous addressee
gender and number, and formality between char-
acters. Speaker gender and number issues are es-
pecially critical since the audience can often both
hear and see the speakers and addressees. We note
a stark lack of literature on automatic translation
of dialogues, compared to common domains in lit-
erature like news. Likewise, naturalness for TTS
systems is challenging enough under normal cir-
cumstances, but TV shows often include yelling,
crying, whispering, etc, making the problem even
harder. While research does exist in this space, we
suspect there is much room for improvement.

We find strong evidence for several levels of
non-textual transfer of source audio properties
into human dubs: speaker characteristics, dialogue
line-level effects, and emotion/emphasis transfer
when considering semantic alignments at the word
level. This points to a glaring issue with pipeline
approaches employed by the vast majority of au-
tomatic dubbing literature: Without a mechanism
to encode emotion/emphasis, individual vocal pro-
files and other traits of the source speech, we expect
them to be nearly impossible to replicate in syn-
thetic target speech.

The high rates of isochrony that we observe
in human dubs support the need for continued re-
search on isochronic MT, especially given the ob-
served unwillingness of human dubbers to vary
their speaking rate, which shows that automatic
dubbing systems should not simply vary speaking
rates to achieve isochronic constraints. However,
our findings do not support the use of isometric
MT. Our work refutes the claim that isometry is a
good proxy for isochrony, and it also casts doubts
on the claim that isochrony is more necessary with
TTS than with human voice actors because TTS
is less able to vary speaking rates (i.e. we find
that human dubbers are not varying speaking rate
to meet isochronic constraints, and thus automatic
dubbing systems should likely not either). The au-
thors suspect that directly optimizing isochrony (as
opposed to isometry) is likely a better approach for
automatic dubbing.

Finally, the low rates of lip sync that we ob-
serve (and the very small if still statistically signif-
icant difference between on- and off-screen rates)

in human dubs suggest that research on automatic
lip-sync can be marginally useful, at best, for auto-
matic dubbing. Efforts like Kim et al. (2019), how-
ever, which edit mouth movements in the video,
may be an exception.

6 Future Work

This work focused on two language pairs: English-
German and English-Spanish. In future work, we
hope to analyze more distant language pairs (e.g.
English-Chinese or English-Arabic), as well as non-
English source material.

Our analysis has shown that isometry is a poor
proxy for isochrony in human dubs, yet several
prior works have claimed that isometric MT bene-
fits automatic dubbing. In future work, we hope to
perform analysis to understand this discrepancy.

The scope of this work necessitated automatic
metrics. However, in future work, we hope to verify
some of these findings (e.g. translation quality of
on- vs off-screen) using human annotators.

Finally, the aggregate analysis in this work is nec-
essary to provide high-level insights for automatic
dubbing. However, it likely also hides interesting
variations across different individual translators,
adaptors, dubbers, dubbing studios, etc. We hope
to better explore these dimensions in future work.

7 Conclusion

We present the first large-scale quantitative study
of how humans perform the task of dubbing video
content from one language into another. Our re-
sults challenge a number of popular assumptions
in both qualitative and machine learning literature:
Human dubbers display less respect for isochrony
and especially lip sync than is suggested by qualita-
tive literature, while being surprisingly unwilling to
vary speaking rates or sacrifice translation quality
to hit other constraints. Our analysis provides in-
sights on research directions to address weaknesses
in current automatic dubbing approaches.
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